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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The main objective of this paper is to present two 
modern concepts of FZ modules, which we called the FZ 
Compact modules and the FZ Pointedly compact modules. 
A FZ module X of a module M over R is named a FZ 
Compact, if  an FZ monomorphism H: X  W when W is 
a FZ submodule of X where X is a function from a module 
M into the closed interval [0,1]. And the FZ compact 
module X is also known FZ Pointedly compact module if X 
cannot be embedded in any proper FZ submodule of X/W 
and W is a non-empty FZ submodule of X .Several 
important examples of the two concepts have been 
established .In addition to creating some of the definitions 
we need in our paper this have been mentioned .The paper 
also contains some of the characteristics that describe the 
two concepts .There are concepts that we have relied on 
here to mention. The paper contains two items: The first one 
deals with the concept of FZ compact module, some 
examples and important features were provided. The second 
introduces the concept of FZ pointedly compact module and 
gives many examples and characterizations to provide a full 
description of the concept. 
 
 

II. FZ-COMPACT MODULES 
  

In this section, the concept of FZ compact module is 
introduced. Many examples and properties are proved in the 
following steps: 
 
II-1. Definition 
 
An FZ modules X and F over modules M1, M2 
respectively, : X F is named FZ homomorphism if : 
M1 M2 is homo. with F((a)) = X(a)  aM1.[1]. 

And it is possible to note that if a map is a FZ 
homomorphism, then the induced ordinary map is an 
ordinary homomorphism. 
 
II-2. Definition 
 
 located in definition (II-1) will be monomorphism if it 
satisfies (2.1) with condition  c1,c2M2 ,if Y(c1) = Y(c2) 
.then X(x1) = X(x2) where c1 = (x1) and c2 = (x2).  x1, 
x2M1. 
 
II-3. Definition 
 
Let A be FZ submodule of FZ module X. X is named FZ 
compact module if  FZ homomorphism H: X  A which 
is monomorphism. 
 
II-4. Proposition 
 
A FZ module F is F Z compact  Ft is compact module on 
a ring R. 
Proof :- () Let us consider F : M  [0,1] such that F(x) 

=
1	 	 ∈
0	

 

To know as follows W: M  [0,1] by 

W(x)=
	 	 ∈

0									0
         for all t belong to (0,1]. 

We know W is FZ submodule of F also Ft = M, Wt = N 
.Since F be FZ compact, then  H:FW which is 
monomorphism , and according to the definition (2.2) we 
get that there is a f: MN which is monomorphism 
.Therefore M = Ft is compact module. 
() It is clear 
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II-5. Definition 
 
An FZ module X of M over R is named FZ simple  X has 
no FZ X no contains a proper FZ submodule. 
 
II-6. Lemma 
 
Let X is FZ simple module  Xt is a simple module. 
Proof :- The first side  let X: M[0,1] ,define by X(x) 

=
1						 	 ∈
0			

  where M is an R-module. It is clear that 

Xt = M .and At = N 

  Let A:M[0,1] such that A(x) =
								 	 ∈
0			

 ,  

t(0,1] and N is an submodule of M .If Xt is not simple, 
then ∋ NM (proper submodule). Therefore At  Xt, then A 
is FZ submodule. Which is a contradiction. Hence Xt is 
simple module. 

() obvious. 
 
II-7. Definition 
 
A FZ submodule A of a FZ module X is named FZ direct 
summand of two FZ submodules B and C if A = B+C and 

BC =N where N=
1		 	 ∈
0		 	 ∉    . [2] 

 
II-8. Remarks and Examples  
 

8.1. Let X:Z[0,1] define by X(x) =
1						 	 ∈
		

    .It is 

clear that X is FZ module and Xt = Z ,  t(0,1] ,then Xt is 
compact module ,since Z as a Z-module is compact (i.e.  
I:ZZ which is monomorphism ). Then by Proposition II-
4, X is FZ compact FZ module. 
8.2. Let R = Z and X is a map from a module Q over Z to 

[0,1] which are define as formulas X(a) =
1						 	 ∈
0			

  , 

Xt = Q , t(0,1], and Q is not compact module ,since Q as a 
Z-module is not compact module ,since there is not find a 
function from Q into Z which is monomorphism.  
Therefore X is not FZ compact module by proposition II-4. 
 
8.3 Let X be an FZ simple module, then X is FZ compact. 
 
Proof: Let X be FZ simple module, then Xt is simple 
module by Lemma II-6. 
Therefore Xt is compact module .Thus X is FZ compact 
module by Proposition II-4. 
 
8.4. If a FZ module X is FZ compact, from it we get that Xt 
be compact by Proposition II-4. 

Let A:M[0,1] define by A(x) =
					 	 ∈
0			

    t(0,1] 

      Now, let a submodule W of Xt be a direct summand of 
Xt and W=At, then by [III]                      
we get At is compact submodule and so A is FZ compact 
submodule.     
 

8.5. Consider M=Z. Also X:Z[0,1] such that X(x) 

=
1								 	 ∈
0					

 . Xt =Z and by example (1) is compact, 

then X is FZ compact. Let : ZZ[0,1] defined by X(y) 

=
1			 	 ∈ 
0						

 . It is clear that t =ZZ and ZZ is not 

compact module. Therefore t is not compact module. Thus 
 is not FZ compact by Proposition II.4. 

 
8.6. In general a FZ direct summand of FZ compact module 
need not to be FZ compact. 
 
II-9. Proposition 
 
Let X be an FZ compact module, this gives us X is FZ 
prime module. 
 
Proof: Let X be FZ compact module, then  : X A is 
monomorphism ,where A is a non-empty FZ submodule of 
X . 
Then F-annRX  F-annRA  [reference 4, remark(1.2.18)]. 
Now, to show that F-annRA  F-annRX. 

Let xt  F-annRA ,then  ℓ	 R such that ℓxt = 01  (rx) 

= 0  01 where =min{ℓ,t},  ℓ,t(0,1]. Thus rx = 0  x 
 F-annRX = (annRXt) = (annRX)t [5, 6, 7]. 
Therefore xt  F- annRX. Hence X is FZ prime module. 
 
II-10. Definition 
 
An FZ module X is named FZ finitely generated if  

, ,.......,  X such that X = { (
⋯……   

where ∈ , a(x)t = (ax)t for all t(0,1] ∋  (ax)t(y) 

=
		 	
0		

       [5] 

 
II-11. Definition 
 
An FZ module X is named FZ uniform if ST≠01 for a 
nontrivial FZ submodules S and T of X. 
 
II-12. Proposition 
 
Let X be FZ finitely generated and FZ compact module  
X is FZ uniform module (FZ essential submodule) with FZ 
prime. 
To achieve that, Let X be FZ finitely generated and FZ 
compact module, then by [III] and Proposition II-4, Xt is 
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finitely and compact module. Therefore Xt is uniform and 
prime module. 
Thus X is FZ uniform and FZ prime module [4]. 
() It is obvious 
 
II-13. Proposition 
 
Let X be an FZ compact module if and only if X is 
isomorphic to a non-empty FZ submodule of FZ finitely 
generated, FZ uniform and FZ prime X. 
Proof, The first direction: let X be a FZ compact module, 
therefore Xt = M be a compact module, ∋ is a module over 
R, then from [3] we get that Xt check required and by [2], X 
is isomorphic to a non-empty of FZ finitely generated, FZ 
uniform and FZ prime module. 
() The second direction is obvious. 
 
 

III. FZ POINTEDLY COMPACT MODULES 
 
In this section, the concept of FZ pointedly compact module 
is introduced. We note the definition is a FZ compact 
module with limitations placed on it. A collection of 
interesting examples and features that pertain to this concept 
are presented. As before in section II we present the detail 
in steps as follows: 
 
III-1. Definition 
 
An FZ compact module is named FZ pointedly compact if 
X cannot be embedded in any proper FZ submodule of X/A, 
where A is a non-empty FZ submodule of X. 
 
III-2. Proposition 
 
Let X be FZ pointedly compact module if and only if Xt is 
pointedly compact module. 
Proof :- () Suppose X is a map from M to [0, 1] where it 

is defined by formula X(x) =
1		 		 ∈
0			 		 ∉   . As well as 

know A is a map from M to [0, 1] such that A(x) 

=
		 		 ∈
0		 		 ∉   ,  t(0, 1] .  X and A are FZ modules 

(submodules). 
Also, Xt= M and At = S, since X FZ pointedly compact 
module, then X cannot be embedded in X/A and by [1], M 
cannot be embedded in M/S, where S is a submodule of M . 
Therefore Xt is pointedly compact module. 
() It is clear and in the same steps as the first direction we 
can get the results. 
 
III-3. Examples and Remarks 
 

3.1. Let R = Z and X: Z  [0, 1] defined by X(x) 

=
1		 		 ∈
0		 	 ∉   

Xt = Z and Z as a Z-module is pointedly compact module. 
Thus X is FZ pointedly compact module by Proposition III-
2. 
 
3.2. Every FZ simple module is FZ pointedly compact. 

Proof, Let Y:M[0,1] defined by Y(x) =
1					 		 ∈
			 						 ∉   . 

It is clear that Xt = M, where X is an FZ module,  t (0, 
1]. 

That is Xt is simple module by Lemma II.6. Therefore Xt is 
pointedly compact module. 
Hence X is FZ pointedly compact module by Proposition II-
4. 
 

3.3. Let X be a map from the module of rational numbers Q 
over a ring Z to the closed interval [0, 1]. Given in 

formulas:  X(y) =
1											 	 ∈

					 	 ∉   .    

 
Clearly Xt = Q,  t(0,1]. Q is not pointedly compact. 
Therefore X is not FZ pointedly compact module, by 
Proposition II-4. 
 
III-4. Proposition 
 
If A is a non-empty FZ submodule of X and X is FZ 
pointedly compact module, then A FZ pointedly compact. 
Proof, Let X be FZ pointedly compact module and A is a 
non-empty FZ submodule of X. It is clear that A is FZ 
compact by Definition III-1 and Remarks and Examples II-
8.  
Let H be FZ submodule of A. Suppose that there exists a 
monomorphism  : A  A/H and let  : X  A is also 
monomorphism . 
Now, X  A  A/H i X/H. From this chart we 
conclude that X can be embedded in X/H which is a 
contradiction. 
Therefore A is FZ pointedly compact submodule of X. 

 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
 
 Two new separate types of FZ modules were 

introduced, and they were names FZ compact modules 
and FZ pointedly compact. 

 There are examples of verification of the two 
definitions of FZ compact module and FZ pointedly 
compact module as well as examples not achieved we 
have been able to find and submit. 
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 Many of the features that belong to the FZ compact 
module and FZ pointedly module have been 
demonstrated. 

 The relationship between these two types of FZ 
modules was developed with other types of known FZ 
modules and the results of this relationship were 
presented and demonstrated. 
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